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1. Background
This Interim Report is an update to the Northern Territory Chief Minister on progress
on key outputs as required under the Treaty Commissioner’s Terms of Reference for
Stage 1 to:
o Advise and share information and ideas about different best practice approaches
to negotiating and settling a Treaty nationally and internationally;
o Explore possible models for a Treaty in the Northern Territory;
o Provide explanations of the legal context of a Northern Territory Treaty; and

o Determine the level of interest in a Treaty amongst First Nations and Aboriginal
Territorians.
Greater detail on these matters is contained in a soon to be released public
Discussion Paper. The in-depth community consultations, to begin in May/June

2020, across the Northern Territory will be framed by the Discussion Paper.
It is important to note that:
 It is not the Treaty Commissioner’s role to negotiate a Treaty or Treaties; and that
 In the first phase of consultations there was a high level of interest and support
among those we spoke with for a Treaty or Treaties.

2. Establishing the Commission
a. Barunga Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
At an historic meeting at the Barunga Festival on 8 June 2018, the Hon Michael
Gunner MLA, Chief Minister of the Northern Territory became the first leader of
an Australian government to recognise, within its jurisdiction, the sovereignty of
the First Nations. The Chief Minister and the Chairs of the four Northern Territory
Statutory Aboriginal Land Councils signed the Barunga Agreement establishing a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with First Nations of the Territory to
develop of a framework for negotiating a Treaty at Appendix A. The relevant
passages of the Barunga Agreement state the following:
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“This MOU sets out the process that will implement the Government’s
commitment to have a conversation with Aboriginal Territorians about Treaty.
It is agreed that:
Aboriginal people, the First Nations, were the prior owners and
occupiers of the land, seas and waters that are now called the
Northern Territory of Australia.
The First Nations of the Northern Territory were self-governing
in accordance with their traditional laws and customs.
First Nations peoples of the Northern Territory never ceded
sovereignty of their lands, seas and waters
Importantly, the MOU also notes the following:
It is also agreed there has been deep injustice done to the Aboriginal people of
the Northern Territory, including violent dispossession, the repression of their
languages and cultures, and the forcible removal of children from their families,
which have left a legacy of trauma, and loss that needs to be addressed and
healed.”
Up-front agreement of these things provides a tremendous foundation for my
work as well as any Treaties negotiated in the future, as we will not have to argue
about them – they are already accepted and agreed.
b. Establishment of the Northern Territory Treaty Commission
A Treaty Working Group was established comprising senior representatives of
the Northern Territory Government and Aboriginal Land Councils. An
independent Treaty Commission was established and I commenced as the
Treaty Commissioner in March 2019. The Treaty Commissioner is to consult,
inquire, report and make recommendations in accordance with Terms of
Reference agreed by the parties, at Appendix B.
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c. Enabling Legislation –
In February 2020 the Treaty Commissioner Bill 2020 was tabled in the Legislative
Assembly and is expected to be passed by the Assembly in May 2020.
The Bill implements the Barunga Agreement by:
a) establishing the NT Treaty Commissioner position as a statutory appointment,
noting that the 3 year appointment is backdated to March 2019, giving an end
date of 3 March 2022;
b) detailing the functions and powers of the Commissioner – which are
consistent with the agreed Terms of Reference settled in March 2019; and
c) detailing all ancillary and administrative issues associated with the
appointment of the Treaty Commissioner.

3. Stage One
Across the Northern Territory, the Treaty Commission has established its profile
within the First Nations/Aboriginal community with support provided by the Territory
Government and Aboriginal Land Councils.
The NT Aboriginal Interpreter Service has been critical in ensuring Aboriginal
Territorians understand the Commission’s role and functions by translating Plain
English versions into the 16 main First Nations languages used across the Territory,
at Appendix C. The audio translations of those materials has been particularly
effective in the Commission’s consultations with Aboriginal Territorians to date. The
audio recordings of these translations are on our web site www.treatynt.com.au.

During this period I also:
• released three written Updates/Newsletters that were well received across the
NT;
•

published articles/interviews in the northern and southern Land Rights News
editions as well as the Northern Territory News and Katherine Times; and

•

appeared on numerous radio programs including ABC Darwin, CAAMA,
TEAABA and Aboriginal Broadcasting Australia.
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Consultation:
The Initial consultation phase was an “introduction, education and awareness
raising" exercise with more than 45 major Aboriginal representative bodies and
organisations in major urban areas across the Territory. The consultations were an
opportunity to introduce the Treaty Commission Team and explain our role and the
broader issues about a Treaty or Treaties between First Nations and the Northern
Territory Government. These consultations have been very positive and highlighted
that a great cross section of individuals have varying levels of knowledge, awareness
and understanding about Treaty. The Treaty Team have been warmly welcomed
across the Territory.
I and members of the treaty team have also presented to a number of Local,
Territory and Commonwealth Departments and Agencies and at numerous
conferences, workshops and forums across and outside of the NT. These include
the NTPS Aboriginal Employment Forum and Aboriginal Leadership and
Governance Forum, the National Indigenous Lawyers Conference, the Garran
Ovation at the Institute of Public Administration Australia National Conference, the
Opening Ceremony at the Barunga Festival in June, and at the Garma Festival in
August. (Appendix D)
The key messages in these consultations and presentations have been to discuss:
 What a Treaty is (or could be);
 What my role is;
 A brief overview of what is happening in the Treaty space across Australia and
overseas, with an emphasis on Victoria, Aotearoa (New Zealand) and British
Columbia in Canada;
 Developing a Treaty or Treaties will take time;
 Engagement will be ongoing and it is important that we establish an inclusive
process that supports respect; good faith; equality of standing; and cultural
appropriateness across all stages of Treaty development;
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Some of the key themes that have emerged from these meetings include:
•

A strong interest in Treaty and the work we are doing;

•

A desire for Treaties at a local level – which may also involve a Territory
wide Treaty which provides a framework and which sets minimum
standards and ground rules rather than just one Territory wide Treaty on
its own;

•

Some scepticism of the value of NT Treaties without national Treaties;

•

A desire to understand what difference Treaty can make on the ground;

•

A keen awareness of the Constitutional and legal issues facing the Territory
as well as the risks if we went it alone without Federal government
involvement;

•

An acceptance that even if the framework that is ultimately recommended is
implemented, similar to Land Rights claims and Native Title applications, the
negotiation of Treaties will take a generation;

•

Concern about the longevity of Treaties; and

•

Concern for what happens if there is a change of Government in the NT.

Participants were also very keen to explore Treaty issues and asked a number of
questions, specifically,
1. What is a Treaty?
2. Why is a Treaty needed in the NT?
3. How can a Treaty be given legal standing in the NT?
4. What could a Treaty contain/provide to citizens?
5. What is the potential scope of a Treaty?
6. Can there be more than one Treaty?
7. Who makes a Treaty?
8. Treaty or Treaties?
9. What about Constitutional Change? The Northern Territory Government
supports the Uluru Statement from the Heart?
10. What happens if Federal Treaty negotiations commence?
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11. When will a Treaty be made?
The Treaty Team will continue to provide information as required and as requested
by Aboriginal community organisations; present at major fora and other events, both
locally and nationally; and through media engagement and provide updates on the
Treaty website.
Historical and Legal context.
The Treaty Team continues to research the critical issues surrounding the historical
and legal establishment of the Northern Territory and its relationship with First
Nations, and consideration of best practice models based on Treaty making in
international First Nations jurisdictions, which we detail in the Discussion Paper. It is
hoped that such research will enable all Territorians to have meaningful engagement
with each other on Treaty matters.
One of the key components of the Discussion Paper will be consideration of the legal
context of a Northern Territory Treaty. Given the critical nature of the legal context of
Treaty, I engaged Senior Counsel to provide detailed, independent, expert legal
advice on Treaty in the Northern Territory at this time. This advice has only just been
delivered to me.
To ensure the integrity of the Discussion Paper and to consider the detail, context
and implications of Senior Counsel’s opinion I will now deliver the Discussion Paper
to the Northern Territory Chief Minister no later than 30 April 2020.

4. Next steps – Stage Two
Following public release of the Discussion Paper, Stage Two involves extensive
consultation with Aboriginal Territorians across the NT around the content of the
Discussion Paper and an assessment of whether a consensus or majority view
exists on all or any of the substantive items included in the Discussion Paper.
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A Final Report to the Chief Minister no more than 18 months after delivery of the
Discussion Paper will:
o Detail the outcomes of consultations;
o Make recommendations of next steps to be taken; and
o Propose a negotiation framework for Treaty to proceed in the NT.
It is important to reiterate that the Treaty Commission's role is NOT to negotiate
treaties. Our key role is to make recommendations to the NT Government on a
framework to negotiate treaties in the NT.

APPENDICES
APPENDIX A -

Barunga Memorandum of Understanding

APPENDIX B -

Treaty Commissioner’s Terms of Reference

APPENDIX C -

List of 16 First Nations languages used in addition to
English in the Treaty consultation presentations.

The

Aboriginal Interpreter Service provided audio translations
of all listed languages.
APPENDIX D -

List of Organisations Consulted
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Appendix A.

8 JUNE 2018
A Memorandum of Understanding to provide for the development
of a framework for negotiating a Treaty with the First Nations of
the Northern Territory of Australia

THE BARUNGA AGREEMENT
A MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING TO PROVIDE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
A FRAMEWORK FOR NEGOTIATING A TREATY WITH THE FIRST NATIONS OF THE
NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
BETWEEN
THE NORTHERN LAND COUNCIL (NLC), THE CENTRAL LAND COUNCIL (CLC),
THE ANINDILYAKWA LAND COUNCIL (ALC) AND THE TIWI LAND COUNCIL (TLC)
(THE ABORIGINAL LAND COUNCILS)
and
THE NORTHERN TERRITORY GOVERNMENT
(THE NTG)

The Aboriginal Land Councils are independent statutory authorities established under the
Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976 to express the wishes and protect the
interests of traditional owners throughout the Northern Territory. The members of the Land Councils are
elected by Aboriginal people living in their areas. The NLC and CLC are also Native Title Representative Bodies
recognised under the Native Title Act 1993 to promote the interests of native title holders across the Territory
(‘Traditional owners’ include native title holders).
The NTG is the democratic, representative and executive arm of the Northern Territory.
Its functions and powers derive from the Northern Territory Self Government Act 1978,
which established the Northern Territory of Australia as a body politic under the Crown.
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Aboriginal people, the First Nations, were the prior owners and
occupiers of the land, seas and waters that are now called the
Northern Territory of Australia.
The First Nations of the Northern Territory were self-governing
in accordance with their traditional laws and customs.
First Nations peoples of the Northern Territory never ceded
sovereignty of their lands, seas and waters.
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Background to the Memorandum of Understanding:
This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) represents the first significant step in advancing a Treaty in the
Northern Territory since the call for a national Treaty in the historic Barunga Statement by the Northern and
Central Land Councils.
The Barunga Statement was presented to former Prime Minister, RJ Hawke AC, by Mr Galarrwuy Yunupingu AM
and Mr Wenten Rubuntja at the annual Barunga Cultural and Sporting Festival on 12 June 1988.
The text of the Barunga Statement is as follows:
We, the Indigenous owners and occupiers of Australia, call on the Australian Government and people to
recognise our rights:
•

to self-determination and self-management, including the freedom to pursue our own economic, social,
religious and cultural development;

•

to permanent control and enjoyment of our ancestral lands;

•

to compensation for the loss of use of our lands, there having been no extinction of original title;

•

to protection of and control of access to our sacred sites, sacred objects, artefacts, designs, knowledge
and works of art;

•

to the return of the remains of our ancestors for burial in accordance with our traditions;

•

to respect for and promotion of our Aboriginal identity, including the cultural, linguistic, religious and
historical aspects, and including the right to be educated in our own languages and in our own culture
and history;

•

in accordance with the universal declaration of human rights, the international covenant on economic,
social and cultural rights, the international covenant on civil and political rights, and the international
convention on the elimination of all forms of racial discrimination, rights to life, liberty, security of person,
food, clothing, housing, medical care, education and employment opportunities, necessary social services
and other basic rights.

•

We call on the Commonwealth to pass laws providing:

•

A national elected Aboriginal and Islander organisation to oversee Aboriginal and Islander affairs;

•

A national system of land rights;

•

A police and justice system which recognises our customary laws and frees us from discrimination and
any activity which may threaten our identity or security, interfere with our freedom of expression or
association, or otherwise prevent our full enjoyment and exercise of universally recognised human rights
and fundamental freedoms.

We call on the Australian Government to support Aborigines in the development of an international declaration
of principles for indigenous rights, leading to an international covenant.
And we call on the Commonwealth Parliament to negotiate with us a Treaty recognising our prior ownership,
continued occupation and sovereignty and affirming our human rights and freedom.
The call for the Commonwealth Parliament to negotiate a national Treaty has yet to be realised. However, thirty
years later, the Aboriginal Land Councils remain fully committed to the goals and aspirations articulated in the
Barunga Statement.
The NTG, for the first time in its history, is also committed to commencing discussions on developing a Treaty
(or Treaties) in the Northern Territory with Aboriginal Territorians. It has established an Aboriginal Affairs SubCommittee of the Northern Territory Cabinet to advance a number of Aboriginal Affairs priorities including
a Treaty.
The Aboriginal Land Councils wrote to the Chief Minister of the Northern Territory on 2 March 2018 proposing
to reach an MOU with the NTG outlining a consultation process for a Treaty with Aboriginal people that is led by
Aboriginal people.
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At an historic meeting between the Aboriginal Land Councils and the NTG on 23 March 2018 in Alice Springs it
was agreed to establish a Treaty Working Group to develop the MOU.
It is intended that this MOU provides the opportunity, building on the significance of the 30th anniversary of the
Barunga Statement, to facilitate consultation with all Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory to allow for a
framework to be agreed for negotiating a Treaty.
Subject to the Northern Territory (Self-Government) Act 1978, the Legislative Assembly has power, with the
assent of the Administrator or the Governor General to make laws for the peace, order and good government of
the Territory.
It is acknowledged that there is a range of Aboriginal interests in the Northern Territory and that all Aboriginal
people and their representative bodies must have the opportunity to engage fully in the process agreed to in
this MOU.
It is further acknowledged that non-Aboriginal Territorians need to be brought along with this process.
It is understood that the use of the word Treaty in this MOU also includes the plural “Treaties” should the
proposed framework include provision for negotiating multiple treaties.
IT IS AGREED BY THE NORTHERN LAND COUNCIL, THE CENTRAL LAND COUNCIL, THE ANINDILYAKWA LAND
COUNCIL AND THE TIWI LAND COUNCIL and THE NORTHERN TERRITORY GOVERNMENT as follows:

Principles Guiding the Treaty Consultation Process
1. It is envisaged that should a Treaty ultimately be negotiated, it will be the foundation of lasting
reconciliation between the First Nations of the Territory and other citizens with the object of achieving a
united Northern Territory.
2. All Aboriginal people of the Northern Territory need to be heard and the consultation process agreed to in
this MOU needs to be inclusive, accessible and transparent to all.
3. Traditional owners, as the original owners and occupiers of the Northern Territory, and represented by the
Aboriginal Land Councils, are integral to consultation concerning a Treaty.
4. All Territorians should ultimately benefit from any Treaty that is agreed in the Northern Territory.
5. The NTG must not exclude from discussions any legitimate issue raised by the Parties or other Aboriginal
people for inclusion in a Treaty while the consultation process agreed to in this MOU is underway.
6. It is agreed that:
a) Aboriginal people, the First Nations, were the prior owners and occupiers of the land, seas and waters
that are now called the Northern Territory of Australia.
b) The First Nations of the Northern Territory were self-governing in accordance with their traditional
laws and customs; and that
c)
7.

First Nations peoples of the Northern Territory never ceded sovereignty of their lands, seas and waters.

It is also agreed there has been deep injustice done to the Aboriginal people of the Northern Territory,
including violent dispossession, the repression of their languages and cultures, and the forcible removal
of children from their families, which have left a legacy of trauma, and loss that needs to be addressed
and healed.

8. The Treaty must provide for substantive outcomes and honour the Articles of the United Nations Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.
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9. Recognising that a Treaty is of much wider significance than a normal agreement between the State and
Indigenous peoples, it is also recognised that Treaty making involves the acceptance of responsibilities and
obligations by all parties;
10. The Treaty should aim to achieve successful co-existence between all Territorians that starts with
‘truth telling’ which involves hearing about, acknowledging and understanding the consequences of the
Northern Territory’s history.

Objectives of the Memorandum of Understanding:
The objective of this MOU is to agree about and to implement a consultation process to be led by an
independent Treaty Commissioner, which will inform the development of an agreed framework to negotiate a
Northern Territory Treaty.
This framework may focus on, but not be limited to, the following areas:
•

Agreement as to what a Treaty is and its potential contents;

•

What a Northern Territory Treaty will seek to achieve;

•

Whether there should be one or multiple treaties;

•

What outcomes are possible under a Treaty for Aboriginal people that encompass recognition as First
Nations, rights, obligations and opportunities; and

•

What the best process is for negotiating a Treaty.

The key objective of any Treaty in the Northern Territory must be to achieve real change and substantive, long
term, benefits for Aboriginal people. A Treaty needs to address structural barriers to the wellbeing of Aboriginal
people in the Northern Territory and provide for economic, social and cultural benefits.

Appointment of an Independent Treaty Commissioner
The NTG will appoint an independent Aboriginal person as Treaty Commissioner. The appointment, role and
functions of the Treaty Commissioner will be enacted in legislation, the contents of which shall be agreed by
the parties.
In the interim the Chief Minister shall appoint the Treaty Commissioner to consult, inquire, report and make
recommendations in accordance with Terms of Reference agreed by the parties. The Terms of Reference
shall outline, in accordance with this MOU, the role, responsibilities, outputs, reporting requirements, term of
appointment and qualifications of the Treaty Commissioner.
The role and functions are to include:
1. Consultation with all Aboriginal people and their representative bodies in the Northern Territory about their
support for a Treaty and on a suitable framework to further Treaty negotiations with the NTG;
2. Providing a public report to the Chief Minister on the outcomes of the consultation process and a proposed
framework for Treaty negotiations; and
3. Facilitating conversations for a possible Treaty framework process between the NTG, Aboriginal Land
Councils and other Aboriginal representative bodies, and community groups.
The Treaty Commissioner will be independent of the NTG and Aboriginal Land Councils. The reasonable costs of
a Treaty Commissioner to perform the roles and functions and achieve the objectives listed in this agreement,
will be paid for by the NTG.
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Consultation Process
The Treaty Commissioner will devise and implement an Aboriginal-led consultation program after discussions
with the Treaty Working Group. That program will have two stages and include:
•

In the first stage (to take no more than 12 months), advising and sharing information and ideas
about different experiences nationally and internationally and models of what a Treaty could be with
Aboriginal Territorians;

•

Explanations of the legal context of a Northern Territory Treaty;

•

Initial consultations to determine the level of interest in a Treaty amongst Aboriginal Territorians and
the provision of an interim report by the Treaty Commissioner to the Chief Minister to be tabled in the
Legislative Assembly;

•

At the start of the second stage, release of a public Discussion Paper to help facilitate informed discussions
among Aboriginal people that are focussed on reaching a consensus on particular positions with respect to
a Treaty;

•

Translating the Discussion Paper into the major Aboriginal languages in the Northern Territory
(including audio translations) by the Northern Territory Aboriginal Interpreter Service;

•

Multiple methods for Aboriginal Territorians to give feedback;

•

Consultations will follow a structured and principled process utilising an identical agenda for consistency
across locations;

•

Land councils will provide advice to the Treaty Commissioner on locations for regional and remote
consultations taking into account small, medium and large communities and homelands; and

•

A final report on outcomes of consultations about a possible Treaty and proposing a framework for a Treaty
to proceed. The report is to be provided to the Chief Minister within 18 months of the conclusion of the
first stage, tabled in the Northern Territory Legislative Assembly and shall be publicly released by the Chief
Minister within 21 days of its receipt.

Coordination and Support
The NTG and the Land Councils will cooperate to support the consultation process to be undertaken by the
Treaty Commissioner in regional and remote locations.
The Parties will work together with the Treaty Commissioner to establish consultation protocols for Treaty
matters. This will include ensuring the ongoing cooperation of all Parties in consultations across the Northern
Territory and the provision of consistent information. Respective parties will also keep the Treaty Commissioner
informed of any discussions concerning a Treaty to enable all Aboriginal voices to be heard by the Commissioner.

Treaty Working Group
The Northern Territory Treaty Working Group membership will continue to comprise senior representatives of the
NTG and Aboriginal Land Councils. However, by agreement, after the signing of the MOU, its membership will
be reviewed and opened up to other Aboriginal representative bodies and community groups in the Northern
Territory to also participate.
After the appointment of the Treaty Commissioner the continuation and terms of reference for the Treaty
Working Group will be further reviewed.
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Related Matters
Constitutional Recognition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples
At the time this MOU is being signed, the Commonwealth Parliament has established a Joint Select Committee
on Constitutional Recognition Relating to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples 2018.
This follows a constitutional convention on 23-26 May 2017 that brought together over 250 Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander leaders at the foot of Uluru in the Northern Territory on the lands of the Aŋangu people.
The majority resolved, in the ‘Uluru Statement from the Heart’, to call for the establishment of a ‘First Nations
Voice’ in the Australian Constitution and a ‘Makarrata Commission’ to supervise a process of ‘agreementmaking’ and ‘truth-telling’ between governments and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
The NTG and Aboriginal Land Councils agree to contribute to the deliberations of the Joint Select Committee
and hope that it will be possible to achieve constitutional recognition that also includes a Commonwealth Treaty
making process.
Negotiating a Northern Territory Treaty does not remove the need for a Treaty at a national level, accompanied by
‘truth telling’ or a voice to the Parliament.
A Northern Territory Treaty cannot address all the consequences of the British taking control of the land, seas
and waters of the Northern Territory and its legacy of injustice. A Federal Treaty process is a crucial next step in
our journey as a nation.

Status of the Memorandum of Understanding
The Parties do not intend any of the provisions of this Agreement to be legally enforceable. However, that does
not lessen the commitment of the Parties to fully implementing the Agreement in a transparent, consultative
and accountable manner.
To facilitate this, it is agreed by the Parties that the Agreement will be published immediately on the websites
of the Parties once it is signed and tabled in the Legislative Assembly as soon as possible and that quarterly
updates will be made publicly available by the Treaty Commissioner.
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Appendix B.

Northern Territory Treaty
Commissioner

Terms of Reference

7 March 2019
Version 4 - FINAL

Foreword
The First Nations peoples of the Northern Territory never ceded sovereignty of their lands, seas
and waters and were self-governing in accordance with their traditional laws and customs.
In recognition of this, the Northern Territory Government is committed to commencing discussion
on developing a Treaty (or Treaties) with First Nations peoples in the Northern Territory.
The First Nations of the Northern Territory will be one party to a Treaty. The Northern Territory
Government would be the other party. There may be more than one Treaty and more than one
First Nation group that is a party to a Treaty. A Treaty will allow both parties to negotiate and agree
on rights and responsibilities and establish a long lasting relationship.
The use of the word Treaty in this Terms of Reference also includes the plural “Treaties”.

Purpose
This is the Terms of Reference for the independent Northern Territory Treaty Commissioner and is
intended to set out the role, responsibilities and outputs for this position.
The Northern Territory Treaty Commissioner will:
a) Facilitate consultation with Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory regarding a Treaty;
and
b) Develop a framework for Treaty negotiations.
The Treaty Commissioner is independent of the Northern Territory Government and will conduct
themselves in an open, transparent manner. The Commissioner has a responsibility to inquire into
and report upon the views of all Aboriginal Territorians on this important matter and inform nonAboriginal Territorians about this process.
The Commissioner will inquire, report, investigate and make recommendations to the Chief Minister
of the Northern Territory.
The key objective of any Treaty in the Northern Territory must be to achieve real change and
substantive, long term, benefits for Aboriginal people. The Treaty Commissioner will advise the
Northern Territory Government about how they can best achieve this.

Role
In order not to delay work on this historic initiative the Treaty Commissioner will initially be a nonstatutory appointment. The Northern Territory Government will start the process of drafting
legislation for this position to be appointed as a statutory body established under an Act of
Parliament in consultation with the Commissioner
The Treaty Commissioner will consider and report on:
a) Interest in a Treaty in the Northern Territory;
b) What a Northern Territory Treaty will seek to achieve;
c) Whether there should be one or multiple treaties;
d) The best model for a Treaty in the Northern Territory;
e) What outcomes are possible under a Treaty for Aboriginal people;
f) What the best process is for negotiating a Treaty; and
g) The potential contents of any Treaty in the Northern Territory.

Responsibilities
The Treaty Commissioner is responsible for:
a) Undertaking consultation with First Nations and Aboriginal people to ascertain their support
for a Treaty;
b) Undertaking consultation with Aboriginal representative bodies and organisations on a
future treaty process;
c) Undertaking research in relation to a Treaty and providing advice to government, First
Nations, Aboriginal communities and Land Councils on best practice, to support future
Treaty negotiations in the Northern Territory;
d) Developing a suitable framework to further Treaty negotiations with the Northern Territory
Government;
e) Providing advice to government in relation to the most appropriate and effective form of
Aboriginal representation for any future Treaty negotiations;
f)

Ensuring that the broader public, including non-Aboriginal Territorians, are engaged;

g) Managing the operations of the Treaty Commissioner’s Office, including staff and budget
allocations; and
h) Establishing internal protocols and procedures, including reporting systems, to ensure
information is communicated to government, the Land Councils, and the Treaty Working
Group.

The Northern Territory Government is responsible for:
a) Establishing and resourcing a Treaty Office to support the Treaty Commissioner to
undertake this role; and
b) Providing assistance, at the direction of the Treaty Commissioner.

The Northern Territory Land Councils (Anindilyakwa Land Council, Central Land Council, Northern
Land Council, and Tiwi Land Council) will be responsible for:
a) Supporting the consultation process to be undertaken by the Treaty Commissioner in
regional and remote locations; and
b) Providing the Treaty Commissioner with feedback from any discussions the Land Councils
may have concerning a Treaty.

Outputs
The Treaty Commissioner will devise and implement a consultation program with two stages.

Stage one


Advise and share information and ideas about different best practice approaches to
negotiating and settling a Treaty nationally and internationally.



Explore possible models for a Treaty in the Northern Territory.



Provide explanations of the legal context of a Northern Territory Treaty.



Determine the level of interest in a Treaty amongst First Nations and Aboriginal Territorians.

Stage two


Release of a public discussion paper to facilitate informed discussions about the matters
outlined under ‘role’.



This stage of consultations will revolve around the content of the discussion paper and an
assessment of whether a consensus or majority view exists on all or any of the substantive
items included in the Discussion Paper.



Make recommendations to the Northern Territory Government on next steps and the
appropriate framework to be put in place to undertake Treaty negotiations.

Scope
All legitimate issues raised by Aboriginal people for inclusion in a Treaty should be considered by
the Treaty Commissioner. Legal matters that arise during consultations, particularly interactions
with existing Commonwealth legislation and the Commonwealth’s legislative power, should be
explored and external expertise and advice sought where appropriate.

Reporting requirements
Stage one


Interim report to be provided to the Chief Minister.



Discussion paper for public release (based on the matters outlined under ‘Role’)

To take no more than 12 months from the time a Treaty Commissioner is appointed.
Stage two


Final report on the outcomes of consultations; recommendations on next steps; and a
proposed negotiation framework for Treaty to proceed in the Northern Territory.

To take no more than 18 months from the provision of the interim report to the Chief Minister.
Given the nature of the consultative process and its subject matter, favourable consideration will
be given to reasonably necessary extensions of these time frames as circumstances require.

Release of reports
All reports will be provided by the Treaty Commissioner to the Chief Minister who will table the
interim and final report in the Legislative Assembly within 21 days of the report being received. If
the report cannot be tabled in that time, the Chief Minister will publicly release the report before
those 21 days expire and then table the report at the next meeting of the Legislative Assembly.

Attributes, qualifications and location
Attributes
The Treaty Commissioner must be an Aboriginal person who has strong connections to the
Northern Territory.

Qualifications
Any potential appointee must have:




demonstrated experience and expertise in Aboriginal affairs;
strong, demonstrated research and analytical skills;
Strong, demonstrated comprehensive stakeholder engagement skills.

Location
The Commissioner must be located in the Northern Territory for the term of their appointment.
Consultation arrangements
The Treaty consultation process needs to be inclusive, accessible and transparent to all. To allow
informed discussions materials will be translated, including audio translations, into major Aboriginal
languages in the Northern Territory. This includes the public discussion paper to be released at the
end of stage one of consultations.
The Aboriginal Interpreter Service will be utilised whenever appropriate.
The Treaty Commissioner will arrange multiple methods for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
Territorians to give feedback throughout this process. This includes face to face consultations in
remote, regional, and urban locations. Consultations across the Territory will follow a structured,
consistent and principled process.
The Treaty Commissioner will seek advice from the four Northern Territory Land Councils and the
Northern Territory Government on locations for regional and remote consultations taking into
account small, medium and large communities and homelands.

Key stakeholders
All Aboriginal people need to be heard through the consultation process to be led by the Treaty
Commissioner.
Traditional Owners, as the original owners and occupiers of the Northern Territory, are integral to
consultation concerning a Treaty.
The Northern Territory Government has established an Aboriginal Affairs Sub-Committee of
Cabinet (Sub-Committee) to advance a number of Aboriginal Affairs priorities including a Treaty.
The Treaty Commissioner will work with the Sub-Committee throughout their term.
The four Land Councils and the Northern Territory Government have entered a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) regarding the engagement process for a Treaty and established a Treaty
Working Group. The Treaty Commissioner will work with all parties to this MoU, and the Treaty
Working Group, in keeping with the spirit of this agreement. This includes establishing consultation
protocols to ensure the ongoing cooperation and the provision of consistent information. In
addition, parties to the MoU will keep the Treaty Commissioner informed of any discussions
concerning a Treaty to ensure all Aboriginal voices are heard by the Commissioner.

Treaty Office
The Treaty Commissioner will have the support of an independent Treaty Office in undertaking this
role.

The Commissioner and their staff must act independently and impartially. The Commissioner will
not be subject to direction from the Northern Territory Government. Similarly, the Commissioner’s

staff will only be subject to the direction of the Commissioner or another member of the
Commissioner’s staff.
The Treaty Office will have a set reasonable annual budget. This will provide for the engagement of
staff and consultants with the necessary expertise to allow the Treaty Commissioner to fulfil their
responsibilities and reporting requirements as they determine. This includes completing
Territory-wide consultations.
The Northern Territory Government will resource and set up the Treaty Office. Staffing and budget
will be finalised between the Northern Territory Government and the Treaty Commissioner upon
their appointment.
Management
Upon the appointment of the Commissioner, the Commissioner and Department of Chief Minister
will agree to a memorandum of understanding setting out responsibilities for management of Treaty
Office staff and budget allocations.
The Commissioner will be responsible for the overseeing the day-to-day operations of the Office in
accordance with this memorandum of understanding.

Term of appointment
The Treaty Commissioner will be appointed for a three-year term. The length of term under
legislation will be considered during drafting and based on the advice of the Treaty Commissioner.

Remuneration
To be determined based on the successful appointee.

APPENDIX C - List of 16 First Nations languages used in addition to English in
the Treaty consultation presentations.

The Aboriginal Interpreter Service

provided audio translations of all listed languages.

 Alyawarr
 Anindilyakwa
 Anmatyerr
 Arrernte
 East Side Kriol
 West Side Kriol
 Kunwinjkua
 Maung
 Murrinh Patha
 Pintupi Luritja
 Pitjantjatjara
 Tiwi
 Warlpiri
 Warumungu
 Western Arrernte
 Yolngu Matha
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APPENDIX D – List of Organisations Consulted

The NTTC conducted organisational education and awareness sessions with 47
major Aboriginal organisations across the NT in 2019. In addition, Commissioner
Dodson and/or the Deputy Commissioner addressed 21
forums/festivals/conferences and other organisations in the NT and interstate during
that time.

Alice Springs
1. Central Australian Aboriginal Congress
2. Central Land Council
3. Lhere Artepe Aboriginal Corporation
4. Tangentyere Council Incorporated
5. CAAMA – Central Australian Aboriginal Media Association
6. Ngurratjuta/Pmara Ntjarra Aboriginal Corporation
7. Children’s Ground
8. APY Women
9. Yeperenye Pty Ltd
10. Centrecorp Aboriginal Investment Corporations Pty Ltd

Barkly/Tennant Creek
1. Anyinginyi Congress Aboriginal Corporation
2. Barkly Regional Council
3. Julalikari Council Aboriginal Corporation
4. Papulu Apparr-kari Aboriginal Corporation
5. Patta (Warramungu Traditional Owners)
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Darwin Region
1. AAPA Board (Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority)
2. ANKA Board (Arnhem, Northern and Kimberley Artists)
3. Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education
4. Danila Dilba Health Services
5. Larrakia Development Corporation
6. Larrakia Nation Aboriginal Corporation (Meeting on 1 April)
7. NAAJA – Aboriginal Legal Services
8. Northern Land Council
9. NT Stolen Generations Aboriginal Corporation
East Arnhem Region
1. YBE Pty Ltd
2. East Arnhem Regional Council
3. Gumatj Corporation Ltd/Gumatj Association Incorporated
4. Laynhupuy Homelands Aboriginal Corporation
5. Miwatj Health Aboriginal Corporation
6. Rirratjingu Aboriginal Corporation
7. Yolngu Nations Aboriginal Corporation
8. Yingiya Guyula MLA – Member for Nhulunbuy/Mulka
9. Dhimurru Aboriginal Corporation
Groote Archipelago
1. Anindilyakwa Land Council
2. GEBIE- Groote Eylandt Bickerton Island Enterprises
3. Aminjarrinja Enterprises Aboriginal Corporation
4. Anindilyakwa Land and Sea Ranger Group
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Katherine
1. Roper Gulf Regional Council
2. Victoria Daly Regional Council
3. Jawoyn Association Aboriginal Corporation
4. Kalano Community Association
5. Sunrise Health Service Aboriginal Corporation
6. Katherine West Health Board Aboriginal Corporation
7. Dagoman/Wardman representatives

Tiwi Islands
1. Tiwi Land Council
Wadeye Region
1. West Daly Regional Council
2. Thamarrur Development Corporation
Other
1. First Circles – North, 2018 Cohort
2. First Circles – South, 2018 Cohort
3. NTPS Indigenous Employment Forum, Alice Springs
4. Garran Oration, Institute of Public Administration Australia National Conference,
Darwin
5. National Indigenous Lawyers Conference, Darwin
6. Catholic Education NAIDOC Launch, Darwin
7. Indigenous Economic Development Forum, Darwin
8. Barunga Festival, Barunga
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9. Garma Festival of Traditional Cultures, Gulkula
10. PWC Indigenous, Darwin
11. Ernst & Young NT, Darwin
12. NT Biannual Strategic Forum (Land Councils, NT Government, Federal
Government), Darwin
13. Stars Foundation, Darwin
14. ANU Treaty Forum, Canberra
15. Victorian Treaty Advancement Commission, Melbourne
16. Department of Chief Minister, East Arnhem Regional Executive, Nhulunbuy
17. NLC Women's Rangers Leadership Panel, Darwin
18. Charles Darwin University – Office of Pro Vice Chancellor Indigenous Learning,
Darwin
19. NT Youth Roundtable, Darwin
20. NT Archives, Darwin
21. National Indigenous Australians Agency – Canberra and Darwin
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